Degree
Bachelor of Arts in Global Studies
Course Catalog

Majors: Anthropology, Geography, Sociology, and Interdisciplinary and Area Studies
Refer to the Transfer Guide for each major

Admission Requirements
- Completion of an Associate in Arts (AA) degree
- Cumulative Transfer GPA: 2.0 or higher

Special Notes
- School of International and Public Affairs (SIPA) Foreign Language Requirement: Complete a second level or higher foreign language course with a grade of C or higher (e.g., French II, Spanish II, ASL II). Passing scores on credit-by-exam language exams are acceptable.
- The Anthropology, Geography, and Sociology majors offer students strong disciplinary training in a comparative global context. The Interdisciplinary and Area Studies major follows the Global Studies curriculum and draws from courses in other departments in SIPA to develop additional expertise in specific social science themes and world areas.

THERE ARE NO PREREQUISITES FOR THIS PROGRAM